Structures, kinetics, thermodynamics, and biological functions of RNA hairpins.
Most RNA comprises one strand and therefore can fold back on itself to form complex structures. At the heart of these structures is the hairpin, which is composed of a stem having Watson-Crick base pairing and a loop wherein the backbone changes directionality. First, we review the structure of hairpins including diversity in the stem, loop, and closing base pair. The function of RNA hairpins in biology is discussed next, including roles for isolated hairpins, as well as hairpins in the context of complex tertiary structures. We describe the kinetics and thermodynamics of hairpin folding including models for hairpin folding, folding transition states, and the cooperativity of folding. Lastly, we discuss some ways in which hairpins can influence the folding and function of tertiary structures, both directly and indirectly. RNA hairpins provide a simple means of controlling gene expression that can be understood in the language of physical chemistry.